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OBJECT.

The object of this thesis is the determin-

ation of belt transmission efficiencies under

varying conditions of load, speed and slip.

These determinations were obtained by-

means of a specially designed belt testing

machine, consisting of a sliding carriage

belt dynamometer, a Sprague electric cradle

dynamometer and a photographic recording

device.





DESCRIPTION OP APPARATUS.

The machine consists essentially of three

sets of apparatus:

1. Driving

2. Driven

3

.

Recording

1. The recording apparatus consists of a Sprague

electric cradle dynamometer. A switch-board,

as shown, is the means of vai*ying the speed

and the load. Attached to the casing of the

dynamometer is a knife-edge. The torque of

the dynamometer is transmitted through this

knife-edge to both a spring and a beam scale.

The readings of these two scales serve as a

check on one another.

The knife-edge is located at a distance of

15.75" from the center of the dynamometer

shaft,making the constant of the dynamometer,

C = 4000 in the formula

H.P. = T R = f R
C 4000

IShere T = torque in pounds as indicated

R = R.P.H.





The dynamometer shaft oeirrleB a pulley two

feet in diameter and four inches wide. This

pulley is the driving pulley for the belt

which is to be tested.

2. The driven pulley, two Prony brakes conn-

ected together, a beam balance and a tension

device comprise the driven end of the appaj*-

atus. ( Reference to the accompanying cut

will serve to clarify the follovdng descript-

ion) .

The receiving pulley is four inches wide

and two feet in diameter. It is essential

that the driving and driven pulleys be the

same diameter to one one-thousandth of an

inch. If they are not, a difference in the

total number of revolutions will be indicat-

ed which is not due to slip.

The bed of the machine consists of a single

casting, three feet long, twenty-two inches wide

and five inches high. Horizontal runways are

planed out so as to accomodate a U.S.#308

ball-bearing.
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The carriage is a casting fotirteen inches

wide and twenty-eight inches long to which

four hubs are bolted, at the comers. These

hubs carry the U.S. #308 baJ.l-bearings, v/hich

are placed on with a fairly tight fit. Two

slots are milled along the entire length of

the carriage, on either side of it. Twenty

three-sixteenth inch balls are placed in

each of these slots; this arrangement tends

to reduce the lateral friction of the machine.

To the oarrisige are bolted two supports

which contain the bearings of the Prony

brake shaft. This shaft is two and one-

half inches in diameter and two feet long.

Two pulleys etre keyed at either end of the

shaft. These pulleys are twelve inches in

diameter and four inches wide. They have

an outer flange which serves to contain

the cooling water.

The pulleys carry two aluminum brakes,

three and one-quarter inches wide and threo-

sizteenth Inches thick. They were cast with





a one-heJ-f by one quarter inch rib minning

6u:*ound their centers. Two liiga were cast on

each band, three and one-quarter inches wide,

two inches long, and three-quarters inches

thick. The pulleys were cast in one piece,

and afterwards split between the lugs.

The lugs were drilled to accomodate a one-

half inch diameter bolt. These bolts were

threaded twenty threads to the inch and are

eight inches long. One and one-quarter inch

diameter springs are placed on these bolts.

The springs serve to spread the brake apart

aaid produce a more uniform pressure. Hand-

wheels are placed on the bolts for the pur-

pose of regulating the load applied to the

brakes.

The brakes are lined with automobile brake-

band lining, four inches wide and one-eighth

inch thick. This lining is fastened to the

inner oircijmference of the bands by means of

copper rivets, spaced three Inches apart. Two

alumimom castings, in .the shape of an A are





bolted to the brakes, and servo as the brake-

arms of tho Prony brake. An aliomlnum casting

connects the two brake ajrms. The oval shape

of this casting is due to the fact that at

first, the tension device extended through the

straddle. A hole is drilled in this casting

into idaich a hooked rod is fitted. This rod

is threaded on one end, and fits into the

counter-weight of the beam balance.

The balance rests on knife-edges which are

supported by Y shaped castings. These cast-

ings, in turn, are supported by a vertical

stand which is bolted to the carriage. A hole

is drilled in this stand, fifteen inches above

the floor of the carriage. A steel cable is

attached to the support at this point and

dxtends horizontally over a pair of grooved

pulleys, which are placed in a vortical

support. This support is bolted to the carr-

iage of the machine and rides with it. Ten-

sion is provided by means of cast iron weights,
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of about twenty pomids each. The grooved

pulleys are mounted on ball bearings to reduce

the friction. A V shaped casting carries the

tension support. The iishole machine rests on

a cast-iron bed plate, six feet, eight inches

long, and two feet, two inches wide.

The shafts of the belt-testing machine and

the Sprague dynamometer are tapped with a

three-sixteenth inch loft-hand thread. The

object of the left-hand thread is to prevent

loosening of the flexible shafting, relative

to the shafts of the dynamometer or the belt-

testing machine.

3. The recording device consists of a camera,

two odometer dials and the necessary connect>-

ions. The odometer dials are mounted on a

horizontal platform. Two flexible shafts conr-

noct the odometer dials with the shafts of -ttie

Sprague dynamometer and the belt machine. These

shafts (the flexible shafts) are seventy-two

inches long and run in casings. The ends of

the flexible shafts are special fittings
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made to conform to the left-hand thread of

the power shafts and to the shafts of the

odometer dials. Attached to the stand on

which the dials rest, are two vertical rods

which support a three and one-quarter by

four and one-quarter camera. The camera is

equipped with a Zeiss-Tessar lens,mounted

in a Volute shutter. This shutter permits

of any length of exposure from one second to

one two-hundredth of a second. Film packs

were used to m&ke the records. The lens is

quite speedy (f .6.5) and cut down the length

of exposure.

Light for photographic purposes was provi-

ded by six nitrogen-filled tungsten lainps,

placed in a parabolic reflector. This gave

ample illoimlnation on the odometer dials.

A stop-watch and a serial number were placed

on the stand so as to be photographed with

the dials on the film. Water connections

were made to the city mains, supplying the

pulleys of the belt machine.
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FUNCTIONS OP THE APPAKATUS.

The Sprague electric dynamometer furnishes

the power to be transmitted by the belt idiich

is to be tested. The Prony brake serves to

measure the output of the bolt. The weights

applied at the end of the steel cable provide

the variable belt tension. The flexible shaft-

ing transmits the number of revolutions of

the power shafts to the odometer dials, which,

in turn, indicate the differential revolutions

of the driving and driven pulleys. The camera

makes an instantaneous and permanent record

of the dial readings.
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METHOD OP PROCEEDURE.

The machine is set up and a belt laced on

the pulleys. The Sprague dynamometer is start-

ed by means of the switch-board control. A

speed is obtained by means of cutting out the

field resistance of the dynamometer. This

speed corresponds to the speed at which the

test Is to be made. Equal increments of

load are applied to the belt, while a constant

tension is applied to the cable. This run

gives the result of variable slip against

constant tension and speed.

The speed can be approximated by means of

an electric tachometer which is connected to

the electric dynamometer. The brake band lin-

ing is then oiled, and a fine stream of water

is played into the pulleys. The beam balance

is brought to rest at the pointer and the

load on the Sprague dynamometer balanced.

^Vhen results have become constant, the

light on the dials is switched on, and an

exposure of one twenty-fifth of a second
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is made. The exposure is of long enough dur-

ation to give full detail to the film, yet

short enough to show no motion of the dial

pointers. At the end of five minutes, another

exposure is made. By subtracting the initial

dial reading from the final, tho difforenoe in

revolutions of the two pulleys is found. By

means of the stop-watch and the serial number,

the time, load, tension and speed can be deter-

mined. The following data is observed while

making the run:

1. Number of run.

2. Approximate speed.

3. Sprague dynamometer load.

4. Prony brake load.

5. Total tension.

VThen the negatives have been developed,

the dial readings are observed, and the

following data calculated:

6. Difference in total number of

revolutions

.

7. Revolutions per minute.
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8. Length of run.

9. Slip.

10. Per cent of slip.

11. Input horse-power.

12. Output horse-power.

13. Loss in horso-power.

14. Per cent of loss.

15. Per cent efficiency.

Number 6. is found by subtracting the final

reading from the initiaO. reeidings of both the

driving and the driven pulleys. Subtracting

the total niamber of revolutions of the driven

pulley from that of the driving, gives the diff-

erence in the total number of revolutions.

?. By dividing the total number of revol-

utions of either of the pulleys by the length

of the run in minutes, gives the revolutions

per minute.

8. The length of run is read directly from

the negatives of the initial and final exposu-

res.

9. By subtracting the number of revolutions
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of the driving pulley from that of the driven,

the slip in revolutions can be found.

10. Dividing the slip by the total number

of revolutions of the driving pulley, gives

the Blip in per cent when multiplied by

one hundred.

11. The input horse-power was calculated

by means of the formula

H.P. = T R
4000

^ero T = indicated load on the
Sprague beam.

R = R.P.M. as indicated on
the film.

12. The output horse-power was calculated

by means of the same formula, substituting

the T and R of the driven pulley

.

13. Subtracting 12 from 11 gives the

horse-power lost in transmission.

14. Dividing 13 by one hundred gives

the loss in per cent.

15. Subtracting 14 from one hxmdred gives

the efficiency of the belt transmission, in

per cent.
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The object of the runs was to determine the

belt performance under varying conditions of

load, tension and speed. It was impossible to

obtain runs at variable speeds, so that a belt

speed of two thousand feet per minute was

maintained throughout the runs.

The first series of runs (1-6) were made

with a tension of one hundred fifty eight

pomids, total. The load was varied from

approximately five and one-half horse-power

to ten and one-half horse-power.

The second series of runs was made with a

tension of two hundred forty pounds, or sixty

pounds tension per inch of width. The load

was again V£a*ied within the capacity of the

machine.

Successive runs were made with tensions of

ten, twenty, fortyand eighty povinds per inch of

width. At these lower tensions, considerable

difficul-^y was experienced, as the belt sagged

to such an extent that the oarrlaige of the

belt machine ran against a stop, and erroneous
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readings of tlie tension were obtained. In

some of the runs, the sag was so great that the

tight and slack sides of the belt scraped on

one another.

The complete data is shown on the data sheet.

The results were drawn up in a series of curves.

These curves show the perforaanco of a four

inch, three-ply fabric belt.

Rxons 1-G inclusive show the effect of

varying the load at a constant tension.

The resulting slip is shown. These curves

were obtained by plotting the original data.

Curve number 7 was obtained by choosing

runs of approximately the same horse-pov/er and

plotting the efficiency against the tension.

Curve number £ was obtained by plotting the

same points, showing the slip against the ..

efficiency.

Curve number 9 shows the effect of variable

input arid efficiency against a constant tension.

Curve number 10 shows the same application

as number 9, using a tension of twenty pounds
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per Inoli of width rather than eighty poxmds

per inch of width.

Curve number 11 shows variable input and

efficiency sigainst a tension of ten pounds

per inch of width.

Curve number 12 is a combination of curves

number 1 to 5 inclusive.

Curve number 13 is the plotting of effic-

iency against tension, at a constant slip.

Curve number 14 shows the result of vary-

ing input and tension at constant slip.
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OONOLUSIOliG.

Tho results of the tests can be best adjudged

by the curves. The effect of belt speed on slip,

efficiency and input have not been investigated

in* this thesis, as the construction of the

belt machine required too much time to allow

for a full set of runs. The following deduct-

ions are therefore based on tho performance

of the belt at a belt speed of two thousand

feet per minute. Further information could

have been obtained,had a comparative set of

tests been made on various specimens of belts.

Curve number 12 shows the resiilts of runs

1 to 5 inclusive. The curves are fairly con-

sistent. As the input increases, the slip in-

creases almost proportionately. Between a four

and a six per cent slip, the transmitted horse-

power begins to fall off. At extremely heavy

loads, the belt seized on the driven pulley

and the driving pulley speeded up greatly.

At the low tensions, the runs were not very
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accurate, owing to the reasons already assigned.

Curve number 6 illustrates the fact that, as

the tension increases, the slip decreases, until

at a tension of ninety poionds per inch of width,

the slip becomes zero. This applies only to

the special conditions under which this belt

was run.

Curve number 7 presents a contradiction

to natural suppositions. Instead of there

being the maximum efficiency at the least slip,

the maximum efficiency occurs at a point where

the tension shows a value of sixty pounds per

inch of width.

Curve niamber 8 serves to substantiate

the results obtained in curve number seven,

showing a maximum efficiency at a slip of

twenty-eight hundredths of one per cent.

Owing to the conditions under which the belt

was run, these results were fairly plausible.

Ciorve number 9 shows a direct proportion

between the input and the efficiency. As the

input increases, the efficiency increases in
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a direct ratio. This curve was obtained at a

tension of eighty poijnds per inch of width.

It gave the most consistent results of any of

the tensions.

Curves number ten and eleven tended to become

assymptotic at about ninety eight and one-half

per cent efficiency. This shows the t&ct that,

although the load be increased, the efficiency

remains oonstajit after a load of about five

horse-power has been applied.

Curve niimber thirteen shows the effect of

tension on efficiency at a constant slip.

Curve number fourteen shows the effect of

tension on the hores-power transmitted at a

constant slip. The curve shov/s that the greater

the tension, the more horse-power is transmitted

Huns should be made at constant horse-

powers and variable speeds. A great variety of

nans can be made by holding ths speed constant

and varying the load, the slip and the tension

and holding each of these constant and vary-

ing the others. Probably the bost method of
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presenting the complete charaoteri sties of a

belt would be by means of a surface.

Comparative tests would,no doubt show vastly

different characteristics.

The machine should be changed so that a longer

travel of the bed is possible, otherwise it

performs very creditably. The carriage can bo

easily made so that the travel of six inches

can be increased to about three feet. This

would eliminate the necessity of having to

shift the whole machine when the tension is

ifauried.

The belt tested gave good results; in no

case was the slippage over one per cent. A

leather belt without dressing would no

doubt have given a far greater slip than this

specimen.

In the greater part, the results of this

thesis were satisfactory, and conform to the

general expectations in regajcd to belt

performance.
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MATERIALS OP BELT CONSTRUCTION.

Belting Is manufactured from quite a variety

of materials. The belts which have given the

longest service are the oak-tanned leather

belts.

The best material for these belts is provid-

ed from a strip of the hide running along the

back of the animal, about eighteen inches in

width. The hide then decreases in value to tbe

hide i^ich is out from the belly of the animsi

The best hide is about two -tenths of an inch

thick. The siding is thirty five hundredths

of an inch thick,but of inferior quality.

After tanning, the belt is out into the proper

widths,bevelled, and cemented into the reqxiired

lengths. Properly tanned oak leather belting,

curried with ood-oil and tallow has given

from thirty to fourty years service in some

instances. The United States Navy has drawn

up specifications relative to belting. These

specifications are foiind in Kent,'*nechanical

Engineers' Pocket Book" 1916 pp.1151 .
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Canvas is a popular material for belt man-

ufacture. The canvas is used witliout aurface-

ing or is coated with a layer of rubber,makiqg

the rubber belts. This belt does not give the

length of service that a leather belt does, but

,

economically, owing to the high initial cost

of the leather belt, the rubber belt may prove

the better.

A number of departures from these types are

manufaXJtured,such as wire-woven canvas, compos-

ition, etc.. The wire Tirtiich is woven into the

belt tends to increase its life and strength.

The specimen used in this test was a compos-

ition belt of the self-dressing type. This

feat\ire eliminates the use of dressing with

the belt.
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